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(Jesus speaking:) The Great Confusion is the emergency the Antichrist
needs to have his regime put into power.(1)



(David:)When the next pandemic comes (N.ed: COVID 19 16 years later!)
-whether the Lord allows it, man creates it, or the Enemy brings it- you can be
sure the governments of the world will have learned a lot from this one, and
they'll capitalize on it.

They've found that



They've also found that dictatorial or repressive regimes fight such
diseases better, because they have more control over the people -they can
limit their travel,

, put GPS bracelets on them to track their movements or install
webcams to keep an eye on them, or otherwise control and monitor them in
the name of public health and safety.

In democracies or less repressive countries, on the other hand, those in
charge can't crack down on their people in the same way, and if they try,
people sometimes just thumb their nose at them and disobey, and go on
spreading the disease. So

, or at least an old one that hasn't been used in a while!

Thus, you can again

(End of prophecy)(2)

* The virus that causes SARS is known as SARS-CoV, while the virus that
causes COVID-19 is known as SARS-CoV-2. https://www.healthline.com/health/coronavirus-vs-sars -N of
Ed. COV stands for "Certificate of Vaccination" - That is the sole purpose
of this hoax: supposedly to vaccinate the population in order to kill many,
and to control like robots the poor sick zombies that survive these
injections. -

https://www.healthline.com/health/coronavirus-vs-sars


SARS: An Endtime Plague!

(Jesus speaking:) The entire world lies in fear--fear of the unknown, fear
of death, fear of their lives being taken away from them. No one feels safe
anymore, especially those in the lands that are most directly affected by the
SARS outbreak. The rest of the world lies in wait, fearing that it will reach
their shores, shake up their world, and bring death to many, perhaps even
themselves or their loved ones.

When men of this world
take matters into their own hands, when they play God and tempt Me to anger
through wrong decisions, oppression of the poor, and bringing war where I
would bring peace, I am enraged.



How wrong are the men of this world who think that they have the power to
give life or take it away‚ for soon plagues and judgments from My hand will
be at their door--and they are‚ even now…

So I now allow the whole world a taste of what it is like to live in fear, a taste
of how it feels to not know if you're going to live to see another day, and the
pain it is to lose those you love to a cause that is beyond your control.

and
that there is so much that is beyond the control of man and his limited
knowledge and skills.

Do not weep for those whose lives this disease has taken, for they are the
blessed ones. They are those who are now free from that

--while technology improves, the
baser instincts of men are coming to the fore, and the prince of this world vies
for power in the hearts of men.Many of the departed now dwell with Me,
and those who do not will eventually receive their chance to do so.

It should not surprise you‚ My children, that there are such horrible
pestilences as this, for I have warned you that these things must come to
pass before the end of this world and all its wickedness…

When man thinks he has control,
I am the One with the

power to give life and take it away, and I am giving the world another chance
to fear Me and reverence Me. The doctors, even with all their experience,
know-how and knowledge, will not be able to solve this mystery unless it is My
will, unless it is My desire to reveal that secret…

Trust Me, My children, for you have the blood of the Lamb written on your
doors‚ and this plague of death will pass over you. In the center of My will is the
safest place to be, even if you are in the midst of this vicious pestilence. You
can claim My protection through the keys, as you do your part to take the
precautions I show you and ask Me for counsel concerning your every move.
Just as in the Last Days there will be many judgments on the wicked world that
will not affect My children who have the seal of My protection on their



forehead, so is it with this dark plague. It will not touch you, My anointed, if you
are in the center of My will. Even if a thousand were to fall at your side and ten
thousand at your right hand, it would not come nigh you.

Trust Me, and pray for the world‚ which is as a den of iniquity. Many
murderers, seducers and evildoers hold positions of power‚ and

The End will come, and must come‚ but pray for
My timing, and for peace and enough time for you, My children, to gather
the great and mighty harvest of these days.

…I have allowed to come upon them. It is not only a
sign of My displeasure with them‚ but
for medicine can do little to help them.

Men of old understood that plagues, pestilences, droughts and natural
disasters were under My control‚ and called many such things "acts of God."
Men today have wandered from such simple faith and belief, but I would
remind them of this truth and this fact so that they would turn to Me. Pray
that all those who are affected by this disease or by fear of it will do so.

(Jesus speaking:) that will befall the
Earth in these Last Days. Although I'm
sorry to see mankind suffer with these terrible things, I must allow this for
many reasons.

1)Mankind has fiddled around with the human body through
antibiotics andmedications to the point that he has produced super-strains of
diseases, which are resistant to medication. This is proof of what man can and
will do without Me.

2)Man's sins--selfishness, perversion, greed, and pride--have drawn
him away from the healthful living style that I ordained for him, and have



opened the door to all kinds of germs and disease, some of which are
straight from Hell, used by the Enemy of life and happiness to destroy! They
are allowed entrance because of man's rebellion against Me‚ rejection of My
plan and solutions.

3)

His solutions will not only be in the realm of
stopping wars and salvaging economies, but he will also be prepared with
solutions for disease, hunger, unruly children, you name it. He is the puppet of
the great counterfeiter, of Satan, who is always trying to draw man away from
Me. So, while I give true solutions and healing and happiness and peace, he will
try to imitate it, but without Me. Thus his solutions will not be long-lasting,
complete or genuine, and he must work to make world conditions so bad
that the world will accept even a small improvement and be awed by his
wisdom, power and might.

.



As for you, My children, and how this affects you, let it motivate you to do
more than ever for Me! Let it remind you of how short time is, how fragile life
is, and how many need Me desperately today, for tomorrow could be too late
for them.

The curse causeless shall not come, and I am able to keep you from this
and from all the terrible plagues which will come upon the world in these Last
Days.

That is the key! As iniquity grows worse and worse, you cannot expect to
be immersed in the world, surrounded by it, taking it in, and yet spared from its
filth and disease and problems.My call to come out from among them and
be separate is just as true as ever, but today it takes on new meaning. For the
spiritual and the physical are connected, and

Those who are strong in Me, strong in My Spirit, strong in
My Word, obedient to My voice, are protected in spirit.

This is yet another manifestation--of which you will see many more in the
days to come--of how the spiritual and physical realms are becoming
increasingly intertwined. They are merging, overlapping, influencing each
other to a greater degree, and this will only increase as you draw closer to the
End. The plagues of the Last Days will scourge the sons of men.My angels and
spiritual warriors will also become more andmore apparent to those of My
children who call out to them.
not only by the children of David‚ but also sought after by others who have
faith to believe and receive and embrace My truths. The spiritual and physical
realms are joining, merging. The battles of the spirit will be manifested more
clearly in the physical, and the decisions and actions taken in the physical realm
will have a greater and more immediate impact on the happenings of the spirit.
It works both ways.

-a
very spiritual event, manifested in a very physical, real way! It will be the
ultimate orgasm for My brides to be raptured with Me, even those that are



dead returning to join in the momentous event, and it will be a great defeat for
the forces of Satan--in both the spiritual and physical realms.

So in the case of this disease, and all plagues yet to come‚ remember that the
spiritual and physical realms are merging, and by and large, your greatest
protection comes from the protection of the spirit. The curse causeless shall
not come. and

and be separate, and touch not the unclean thing"

I don't mean you should separate yourselves physically from the world, for
your ministry is and will continue to be among the people, being Me for
them, showing them My love, which you cannot do from within the safety of
your house most of the time. You must go out and be willing to get dirty
physically, but strong, healthy

That's not to say that none ofMy children will ever come down with what
could be considered a "plague" of the world or a difficult disease. But if they
have been doing all they can to stay full of Me and My Spirit, then they can
know with full faith that this is a case where I will see them through it, for I
have an even greater plan than keeping them from it.

Remember who I am--not only the great, all-powerful God of the universe,
but your Husband, your Lover--the One who cares for you more than any
human ever could! I know, I care, I watch, I intervene. And

--not in
name only, but (End of
message from Jesus.)(3)

****



(Jesus:) This affliction (SARS), among others in the world today, has come
upon men because of their sins...

…These are signs of the times, buds on the tree of the Endtime, showing
that the flowering is near

But do not fret, for I will put none of these diseases upon you which I have
brought upon the world. Nor do you need to fear these things, for the fear
which is stirred in the hearts of men afflicts many more than the few which have
been sickened so far.(4)

(Jesus:) In these Last Days, men's hearts fail them for fear as they look upon
these things coming upon the Earth and they wonder if these pestilences will
touch them and their family as well. My Family, and

the assurance of eternal
life, and

For I can preserve them from death or preserve them into My
heavenly Kingdom afterwards, Give them faith
and hope through salvation, and release from the bondage and oppression of
fear!(5)
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